Blogs enable students to share and comment on ideas. Blog posts are available for an audience, the public internet, a course cohort or a specific student group to read and provide comment.

Journals look like Blogs but only allow instructors to comment (other course participants cannot comment). Journals can be for individuals or groups (only the student or group assigned to the journal can post or edit the journal), private (only members can see the journal) and public (the whole class can see the journal).

Wikis provide students a shared space to contribute and modify pages of material. The focus of wikis is collaboration, every member can add, edit and build upon every page while blogs and journals are more personal.

More Guides about Blogs, Journals and Wikis

http://wiki.ulster.ac.uk/display/VLESUPPORT/Understanding+Blogs,+Journals,+Wikis+and+Discussion+Boards
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